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(Kimmeridgian) genus of Saurian fishes, for which the term
Thlattodus is here proposed, the present species being designated
suehoides, from the crocodilian resemblance above noted. The
references in the figure of PI. HI. are explained in the text.

I I I . — O N THE STRUCTUBE OF THE THAMES VALLEY AND OF ITS
CONTAINED DEPOSITS.

By SEABLES V. WOOD, jun., F.G.S.
rilHB great Valley of the Thames has long been known to contain
J_ deposits of gravel intermixed with freshwater beds; but the true
Geological age both of the valley and of its deposits was long in
doubt. Latterly the view expressed by Mr. Prestwich (in which he
was of accord both with Professor Morris and Mr. Trimmer), that the
whole was newer than the Boulder-clay, has met with acquiescence.
The general structure of the deposits in this valley, although they
form the most extensive of the Post-Glacial series in England, has
not however yet been shown in any comprehensive manner.

Mr. Prestwich, speaking of the gravel which forms the principal
member of the deposits, says1 that it stretches " in a continuous and
uninterrupted sheet from the sea to Maidenhead." In his paper " On
the Loess of the Valleys of the South of England and of the Somme
and Seine,"2 he identifies the brickearth of the Thames Valley with
the Xoess of the Belgian plateau and with the brickearth of the
Valleys of the Seine and Somme; but of the Thames Valley he says,
the structure is complicated by the existence, in addition to the high
and low-level valley-gravels, of a wide-spread -set of marine hill-
gravels covering large tracts of country, but that, after eliminating
the foreign element, "there remains a set of valley and terrace-
gravels which, though not so marked or well characterized as in the
Seine Valley, are nevertheless of nearly similar order and age."3

He adds that the Loess "is intimately associated with all the valley-
gravels and is contemporaneous with, and dependent upon, them
from the beginning to the end of the series," and he conceives it to
be "the result of river-floods commencing at the period of the
highest valley-gravels and continued down to the end of that of the
lowest valley-gravel."1

Although the age of the Thames Valley and its deposits, relatively
to the Boulder-clay, has never been shown (Mr. Prestwich considering
that the exact relation of the deposits is nowhere clearly seen, and
that the question of relative age depends on a variety of collateral
evidence5), yet the proof is readily afforded by drawing a line from
the Hog-Market, Finchley, upon which hill exists an outlier of the
Boulder-clay or Upper-drift (underlaid by a thin bed of the Middle-
drift gravel), to the summit of Havering Hill, in Essex, upon which
is another outlier of the Boulder-clay; this line will form a perfect

1 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xii., p. 131. See also map in paper in Phil.
Trans., 1864, Part I I .

» Phil. Trans., 1864, Part I I . » Ibid., p. 255.
• Ibid., pp. 273-4. • Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, rol. iii., p. 133.
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section of one great branch of the valley,
up which its gravel extends for many miles
above the line of section.

The deposits of this valley are various,
and while only some occur in the portion
west of London all are present in the
eastern portion, where we best find the

^ means of testing how far the views above
| quoted are well founded.
3 The meaning usually attached to the
| term terrace-deposits is that, on either side
s of a valley, and at corresponding heights

in it, deposits occur showing the valley to
^ have been cut down from one or more
| higher levels to its present form, and of
§ its contained deposits the oldest as a con-
's sequence stands at the highest and the
•s | newest at the lowest level. To see if this
&S is the character of the Thames Valley, let
» e us take a section from the Essex heights
* . to Dartford Heath, in Kent, transverse
. | to the direction of the valley at this

11 part. •
11 In this section we have, on the Essex
g^ summit and about 400 feet above the sea,
l l a thin and very partial warp-gravel (xl)
.. •§ composed of the redeposited material of the
B% Bagshot pebble-beds; and, occupying suc-
•$ cessively two lower levels, and marking

it successive stages in the denudation of the
| ^ valley, the thin, angular, but extremely
| « patchy terrace-gravels (re 2 and re 3) ; then
25 comes the great sheet of the Thames gravel
| (xH1), occupying, but on one side of it only,
"£ the trough of the valley; resting in its
I more elevated part upon the London clay,
I but in the lower upon the Thanet sand;
I down to which sand the valley has in this
™ part of it been cut. The detached mass of
jj the same gravel (x 4") on the south side
g of the river has, as will be shown, been
a detached from the rest of the sheet cover-
S ing the northern slope by dislocation and
° denudation. Here we have certainly no-
" thing like terrace conditions, for the gravels
g (xl, a;2, and a;3) do not occur on the south
s of the river, however far the section may
« be prolonged in that direction; nor is

there anywhere east of London, with
the exception of the summit of Shooters'
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Hill1 (where the gravel xl occurs), to be found on the south side
of the river any equivalent of the gravels xl, as 2, and a;3 of the
northern slope. Conversely, on the west of London, although there
are gravels on the Eichmond and Wimbledon Hills at a far higher
level than the gravel of the lower ground, yet on the north side
nothing occurs there to correspond with them,2 as the gravel on that
side spreads over the north slope in a continuous sheet.

Mr. Whitaker3 speaks of partial terraces in the Thames gravel
commencing and continuing for a short distance until they are
again lost in the great sheet of the deposit, and has so shown them
on the Geological Survey Map, such as that of Hyde Park and that of
Clapham and Wandsworth Commons. The former of these, however,
does not correspond to the quasi-terrace of gravel that covers so much
of the Eichmond and Wimbledon Hills, while the latter is on the
same side of the valley. These partial terraces (which are in fact much
less persistent than they are represented in the Map), although irre-
concilable with any cutting down of the valley from higher to lower
levels, are in no way at variance with the unequal action of an
upthrow, while nothing approaching to a penisteut terrace corres-
ponding to another on the opposite slope can be shown to exist in
any part of the valley between Eichmond and the sea.

We will now take the formations that are common to both sides
of the Thames river. It does not appear to have been suspected
that the brickearth beds are divisible into three most distinct forma-
tions, but such is the case. The formations are the following:—

1. The Lower Brickearth (x4/).—The Brickearth of Hford, both
that of the Uphall and that of the London Eoad field, is a deposit
underlying the Thames gravel, and unconformable to it. Like the
much newer deposit of Grays, it contains Cyrena fluminalis and other
purely freshwater shells, and has a thickness at Ilford of nearly
twenty feet. It may be seen in the field on the London Eoad
resting in one part direct on the London clay, while in another part
it has a thin band of shingly gravel beneath it. In the Uphall field
its position relatively to the Thames gravel (x4/') is best shown,
the two deposits being unconformable. (See Section No. 2.) North-
wards from Uphall field the brickearth disappears under the gravel,
which, there denuded to a thickness of 4 or 5 feet, increases to'

1 Shooters' Hill forms an isolated remnant of the original valley, in which the
Thames gravel was deposited; the valley, as will be shown, having on the east of
London, with that exception, had its southern slope destroyed by subsequent events.

2 The gravel occupying the higher ground above the Thames gravel to the west,
beyond Uxbridge, is the gravel of the Middle-drift, a formation older than the
Boulder-clay.

8 Mem. on sheet 7 of Geol. Survey. Mr. Whitaker also (p. 92) points out the dis-
crepancy between the section given by Mr. Prestwich, in his " Ground beneath Us,"
of the position of the gravel of Clapham and "Wandsworth relatively to that of the
Wandle valley and the true position of those gravels, and I agree with, Mr. Whitaker
in so far as he says that the Wandsworth and Clapham gravels join in one part with
the gravel of the Wandle valley, for I have traced the Wandsworth and Clapham
gravels on their south-western side into inosculation with that of the Wandle valley,
down Burntwood-lane, as well as on the north side into inosculation with the gravel
nearer the Thames that sweeps round into the Wandle valley.
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i*s normal thickness of 12 to 15 feet at Ilford
Station, a distance of only half a mile. East-
wards from the Station, and but half a mile
further, the lower brickearth again comes up
from under the gravel at the London Eoad field
where the gravel is almost wholly denuded
from it. This briekearth has a very limited
development, but may 'everywhere be distin-
guished from the upper brickearth by its rest-
ing direct upon either the London clay or the
lower tertiary sands, and by its position rela-
tively to the Thames gravel. It occurs in the
pits near Erith, where it has a thickness of
about 30 feet,1 resting on Lower London Tertiary .
sand, and is almost horizontal, but it passes
northwards towards the river and beyond the
pits under the gravel. It occurs also in Wick-
ham Lane Brickfield (see Section No. 2), where
a thickness of 15 feet of the deposit is exposed
thrown into an inclined position, the dip being
very marked and amounting to 18°. With the
exception of small patches on the tops of the
hills west of Wickham Lane, which the denuda-
tion accompanying the violent break-up in that
direction has spared, these are the only expo-
sures of the lower and oldest brickearth. The
deposit seems to have been very limited, but
it is that which has furnished the chief part of
the Mammalian remains that enrich several pri-
vate as well as the National collections*

2. The Thames Gravel (a; 4").—Next in sue- <
cession comes the great sheet of gravel which,
wherever not denuded, consists of a persistent
well-marked deposit, reaching occasionally to a
thickness of 20 feet, but usually from 12 to IS ;
spreading over and far beyond the lower brick-
earth, and up the north side of the valley to a
height of more than 100 feet above it. There
seems no reason for regarding this gravel as
other than marine ; but at a few places near its
edge, as at Brentford and West Hackney,2 fresh-
water shells have been found in a band of sandy
clay, either intercalated in the gravel or under-
lying it. Mammalian remains, too, have been
found in a few places in it, a feature common
also to the marine sands and gravels of the
Middle-drift.

S- The Upper Brickearth (a; 4'").—This is the
brickearth which has so large a spread in the

1 A thin band of shingly gravel occurs in it towards the upper part.
J Morris, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. vi., p. 201. Prestwich, ib., vol. xi., p. 107.
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Thames Valley, and rests on the gravel.
Consisting of a tawny loam, it is much in-
ferior in thickness to the lower brickearth,
being usually from 5 to 8 feet in thickness,
and it has not furnished that rich series of
fossils which has been obtained from the
lower. It appears, however, to be every-
where conformable to the gravel, but does ->
not generally reach so far up the valley as if
the more outlying portion of the gravel. ^
Its chief development is in the east near ^-
Wanstead and Tottenham, and in the west ti>
around West Drayton; but it has a great ^
extent in many places between both ex- ^
tremities of the valley. The next Section, ^
No. 3, exhibits the relation of the lower «
brickearth to the gravel and the upper -3
brickearth, and the dislocation by which j§
the lower has been brought into its in- §
clined position at Wickham. t3

4. The Grays Brickearth (x 5'). — The g
Grays deposit is distinct from all those 5
described. It consists of 15 feet of blue g:
clay, containing Oyrena fluminalis and other & ^
pure freshwater shells, overlain by 20 feet « «"
of sand which in places is false-bedded. *•
The clay is underlain by a few feet of "3
flint-gravel coarser and more angular than Jt
the Thames gravel (a;4//), and that again •§
by redeposited Chalk, termed by the work- ^
men "Bullhead." Section 4 shows the .3
deposit, as exposed by the three pits, and ^
its relation to the Thames gravel and upper J
brickearth. Here we see that the upthrow |
and denudation which succeeded the deposit p
of the upper brickearth, and preceded the S i=g
Grays deposit, has along the line of section £
removed all but a fragment of the upper I
brickearth, and has in one place removed ™
the gravel (x 4//) and the subjacent Thanet S
sand (6), exposing the Chalk; while at one %
extremity of the section a newer, and sub- °°
sidiary, valley in which the Grays deposit
(*5') rests, has been formed by the cutting
down of the Thames gravel and Thanet
sand to the Chalk, as well as of the Chalk ,
itself. In all respects the position of this 4
subsidiary valley corresponds to that of i
the valley of the Cray cut through Dart- &
ford Heath, while the gravel at the base of the Grays deposit corres-
ponds with the gravels of the Cray valley.

I
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5. The Forest and Peat (y).—For a few miles
on the east side of London, we find a bed of
peat, containing the stems of trees,1 and resting
on the gravel (a; 4") or else upon the upper
brickearth (x4/f/). When this formation was
cut through in forming the sewer through the

3 Plumstead Marshes, stools of trees were ex-
posed at the base of the peat, rooted into the
gravel at a depth of some 20 feet below the
surface of the marsh (see y in section 3). This
peat is overlain by the marsh-clay (z) formed
by the river-mud before the stream was em-
banked.

In the formations before described we have
the following succession of events subsequent
to the complete formation of the original valley
by denudation through the Boulder-clay or
Upper-drift—First, the deposit of the lower
brickearth (a; 4') ; Secondly, the deposit of the
Thames gravel (x 4"); and Thirdly, the deposit
of the upper brickearth (x4"'). These are the
deposits of the original valley. Then comes
*ke upheaval of portions of the original valley,
the dislocation of its deposits, and the exten-
sive denudation of the uppermost of them
(x 4 / / / ) ; with the more partial denudation of

, the intermediate deposit, the gravel (as 4") ;
while of the lower (a; 4') a portion was detached
that eventually has become isolated by a fault
behind the Chalk cliff, capped with Lower Ter-
tiary sand and pebble, which forms the south-
west side of Bostol Hill, in Kent, as shown in
section 3. By the same upheaval and denuda-
tion we have the southern slope of the original
valley east of London destroyed, with the ex-
ception of a remnant forming Shooters Hill,
and in its place the formation of the subsidiary
valley of the Cray, and of that in which we
find the Grays deposit resting; both being cut
through the Thames gravel (x 4") and subjacent
Thanet sand down to and into the Chalk itself.
Then we have the accumulation in one of these
of a fluviatile deposit (x 5') some 40 feet thick,
underlain by another gravel (x5) which we

' also find resting on the Chalk in several places
> in the Cray valley.

Further we find the gravel (x 4") and the
upper brickearth (x 4/") where not denuded,
forming after this upheaval a land surface, and
supporting a growth of forest; that surface then

Mostly of yew, but oak and pine occasionally occur.
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cast down so as to form an intercepted drainage, giving rise to a swamp
which engendered a peat growth; by the agency of which the
portion of the forest so thrown down has been preserved from the
destruction that by atmospheric or else human agency has overtaken
the rest of it. Lastly, we have the introduction of the river over
the previous land-surface and peat-swamp, bringing sediment which
by its deposit has formed the marsh-clay of its former shallow bed,
before that bed was reduced to its present narrow limits, and
deepened by embankment.

In all this, save to the extent indicated in the original valley by
the gravels (x 1, x 2, and x 3), we find nothing analogous to terrace-
formation, or to the modification of an estuary by the successive
elevation of the land and cutting down of its bed, until the estuary
has become a river, as is described to us to be the case with the
valleys of the Somme and the Seine.

(To be continued in our next.)

IV.—THE SEA AGAINST EAIK AND FROST ; OR THE ORIGIN or

ESCARPMENTS.

By D. MACKINTOSH, F.G.S.

AS every part of the crust of the earth has at one time been
the surface, it follows that all questions connected with the

origin of the present "form of the ground" must be very important,
and that on their issue" the progress of Geology must in a great
measure depend. But on this subject a very wide difference of
opinion at present exists. According to one party, consisting of
Professor Ramsay, Mr. Jukes, Mr. Geikie, Colonel Greenwood,
Dr. Foster, and others, the more abrupt inequalities of the earth's
surface have been produced by subaerial or atmospheric causes.
According to the other school, embracing Sir Charles Lyell, Sir
Eoderick Murchison, Professors Sedgwick and Phillips, Mr. Edward
Hull, etc., the sea has been the principal denuding or excavating
agent.

The subaerialists start with the assumption that the sea tends to
plane down the land, and that its newly-elevated bed presents a
surface divested of abrupt heights or hollows. But this assumption
is at variance with the generally-received principle of physical
geography, that the bottom of the sea, at any given time, is as
uneven as the dry land ;,* and it is equally opposed to the established
geological fact that mountains have been islands and islands moun-

1 There is a very extensive series of table-shaped mountains under the North
Atlantic Ocean. Their comparatively level surface may be partly owing to their
being covered with sand. Along their western and north-western edges the depth
suddenly descends to 600 feet, and along the southern edge to 900 feet. The descent
is nearly perpendicular. Besides these inequalities in the Atlantic there are deep
furrows which run north and south (see article "Sea" in Penny Cyclopaedia, and
"Section of the Bed of the Atlantic" in Maury's Physical Geography of the Sea).
The bed of the German Ocean, though very favourably situated for becoming a level
surface, would likewise appear to be far from uniform in depth (see Lyell's Principles
of Geology).


